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Discretionary fiscal expansion in response to COVID-19 in G7 economies - UK one of 
the largest.



WTO, October 2021 forecast



But the pace of growth is slowing, with China leading on this. Supply side 
constraints, higher commodity prices, increased energy and transport costs.



Supply chain issues are evident across the globe, particularly in the UK.



Higher inflation worries - US Consumer Confidence falls. Source: ING



Inflation prospects under-estimated – US already at 5.4%, Europe at 4.1%, 
UK at 3.1% and rising.



Markets across expecting higher inflation and bond yields going up.
Level and Change in 10 year bond yields - October 29 over October 28 2021. %



So far so good but UK 10 year yields at highest levels for 2 years.



And central bank interest rates may start rising soon. Source: Bank of England- % 



OBR Oct 2021: UK GDP revised upwards in Oct 27th budget - but inflation up and high public 
borrowing to continue though at lower pace as taxes go up - NI, freezing of income tax 

thresholds, corporation tax. Though welcome temporary cuts/changes to business rates. 



Chancellor’s spending review largesse over 3 years - mostly in health and though 
extra funds for ‘levelling-up’ in regions, cities and towns - includes 3% real terms 

increase in councils’ annual funding - (1.8% if excluding social care reform funding-
Grant funding for existing services up £1.6bn next year, then frozen). Source: IFS



But austerity cuts of the 2010s only partly reversed for most departments.



OBR: Oct 2021 economic forecast: Question mark as consumer confidence down 
and sharp fall in business optimism when NI rise announced. And after bounce 

back, investment and GDP back to modest growth later.



Good news on employment front.. and job vacancies at record levels.



But... retail sales to Sept 21 falling for five consecutive months.



But moving slowly back to normality, though unevenly between regions/cities. 
Source: Centre for Cities



And then there is COP26 - Climate Change Tracker says that current UK plans are 
insufficient for net-zero. Transport and buildings will be major focus but 

reconfiguring business districts - and town centres and high streets will be key.
(Required emissions' cuts are based on historical data and 'balanced pathway' projections from the Climate Change Committee's Sixth Carbon Budget)



Ready for the EV revolution? Enough charging points? 



Looking ahead:

• Faster growth now due to post-Covid bounce back, less ‘scarring ‘ though back to below trend growth in later years

• Extra investment in regional infrastructure and business rates changes, however temporary, should help

• Govt real departmental spending to 2024 up from previews forecasts, partly reversing cuts since 2010

• However, consumer and business confidence fragile – tax increases and higher prices will hit pockets

• Inflation/input costs/ staff shortages/Brexit – worries about interest rates, withdrawal of monetary support

• More than half a million firms in ‘significant financial stress’ (Begbies Traynor analysis, Oct. 2021)

• Regional, cities/towns inequalities to remain despite extra support. Still massive productivity differences 

• How serious is the ‘levelling up’ agenda? And who will bear the cost of net-zero

• But BIDs’ important role acknowledged in Govt ‘Build Bank Better High Streets’ of July 2021


